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Abstract
Everett et al. (Discrete Math. 165{166 (1997) 233{252) dened a stretcher to be a graph
whose edge set can be partitioned into two disjoint triangles and three vertex disjoint paths,
each with an endpoint in both triangles. They also conjectured that graphs with no odd hole,
no antihole and no stretcher (called Artemis graphs) may be reduced to a clique by successive
contractions of even pairs. To date, no proof exists that Artemis graphs really have even pairs.
We enquire here about sucient conditions for a non-even pair of vertices to extend to a stretcher
and deduce two results: the rst one is a property of minimal imperfect graphs, the second one
guarantees the existence of an even pair in certain Artemis graphs. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All graphs considered here are nite and simple. Basic denitions not stated in the
paper may be found in [4]. A hole is a chordless cycle of length at least ve, while
an antihole is the complement graph of a hole. A hole is odd or even according to the
number of its edges, and the parity of an antihole is that of the corresponding hole.
With the same denition, the terms odd and even extend to paths.
The chromatic number (G) of a graph G = (V; E) is the minimum number of
colours necessary to colour G in such a way that any two adjacent vertices have
dierent colours. The clique number !(G) of G is the maximum number of pairwise
adjacent vertices. It is quite easy to deduce that, for any graph G, the chromatic number
is at least as large as the clique number. Equality does not always hold, as proved by
the odd holes and antiholes. These graphs are minimal imperfect graphs, i.e. they are
not perfect but all their induced subgraphs are perfect. Berge’s strong perfect graph
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Fig. 1. A stretcher.
conjecture (SPGC) claims that any minimal imperfect graph is either an odd hole or
an odd antihole.
Attempts to prove the SPGC often involve particular transformations of graphs, which
usually preserve the property that the graph has no odd hole or antihole, and sometimes
preserve chromatic and clique number. This last direction was launched by Fonlupt
and Uhry [3], who rst noted the main properties of the even pairs, i.e. pairs of
vertices joined by no chordless path of odd length. Fonlupt and Uhry proved that by
contracting the two vertices of an even pair (x; y) into a single vertex (adjacent to any
neighbour of x or y), the resulting graph has the same chromatic and clique number
as the initial graph. Unfortunately, not all graphs have even pairs, and the problem
of nding necessary and sucient conditions for a graph to have such a pair is still
open.
Nevertheless, the advantages of even pairs are so important that they justify a deeper
study. Assume that a graph has an even pair and we contract it. The question arises
whether the new graph also has an even pair which can be contracted, and so on.
Graphs which allow such successive contractions nally resulting in a clique are called
even contractile [1]. If every induced subgraph of a graph is even contractile, the graph
is called perfectly contractile. Once more, recognizing such graphs seems dicult
(although certain classes of graphs satisfying that property have been identied); but
a proposal exists, due to Everett et al. [2], of a large class of graphs which could be
perfectly contractile.
They call stretcher a graph whose edge set can be partitioned into two disjoint
triangles and three vertex disjoint paths, each with an endpoint in both triangles (see
Fig. 1). A stretcher is said to be odd (respectively even) if the three paths are odd
(respectively even). Everett et al. formulate two conjectures:
Conjecture 1. A graph with no odd hole, no antihole and no odd stretcher is perfectly
contractile.
Conjecture 2. A graph with no odd hole, no antihole and no stretcher is perfectly
contractile.
Even though weaker than Conjecture 1, Conjecture 2 is strong enough to cover an
important number of conjectured results, and even to strengthen them. The conjectured
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Fig. 2. An expansive cycle.
results concern the existence of even pairs in some known classes of graphs; the
strengthening concerns the possibility to successively contract some even pairs in order
to arrive at a clique.
In this paper, we concentrate our work on the existence of even pairs, which is,
naturally, the rst step to make. To this end, we will consider graphs with no odd
hole, no antihole and no stretcher, that Everett et al. also called Artemis graphs.
2. Main result
A chordless cycle C (of length at least 4) is called expansive with pivot c (using
vertices x; y) in a graph G if c is a vertex of C and x; y are two adjacent vertices x; y
in G (x= c or y= c is allowed) such that C− c+ x and C− c+y are chordless cycles
(see Fig. 2). Then, the graph C − c + x + y is called an expanded cycle.
A chordless cycle C (of length at least four) is said to extend to a stretcher in G
if there exists an induced stretcher of G containing C as an induced subgraph.
We will prove the following.
Theorem 1. Let G=(V; E) be a graph with no odd hole and t a vertex of G. Assume
that t is contained in some chordless cycle (of length at least four) of G and let C
be such a cycle with minimum number of vertices. Denote by v1; v2 the neighbours of
t on C. Then at least one of the statements below is true:
1. the vertices v1; v2 form an even pair;
2. C extends to a stretcher;
3. C is expansive with pivot c 6= t (moreover; if C has four vertices; then c = v1 or
c = v2):
Proof. If statement 1 holds, then Theorem 1 is true. In the contrary case, we will
prove a slightly stronger result, namely that either statement 20, or statement 30 below
holds (P: w0 = v1; w1; : : : ; w2p+1 = v2 is a xed odd chordless path which joins v1 and
v2; it exists since statement 1 is supposed false):
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20: C extends to a stretcher (moreover, if C has four vertices and a1 is the fourth
one; then the stretcher has triangles tv1w1; v2a1w2p and paths tv2; v1a1; w1w2 : : : w2p;
or triangles tv2w2p; v1a1w1 and paths tv1; v2a1; w2pw2p−1 : : : w1:)
30: C is expansive with pivot c 6= t using two adjacent vertices x; y on P.
Remark 1. Note that the condition ‘if C has four vertices, then c = v1 or c = v2’ is
satised whenever 30 holds. Assuming the contrary for C: t; v1; u; v2, then C is expansive
with pivot u using x; y on P, and v1; v2 have a common neighbour x on P, contradicting
the assumption that P is chordless.
This proof will be done by contradiction and will contain three parts.
 In the rst part, we indicate two assumptions that can be made all along the paper,
in order to simplify both the reasoning and the presentation.
 In the second part, we give some denitions and frequently used results.
 The third part will contain the main part of the proof.
As indicated, assume that none of the statements 20 and 30 holds.
Part 1
If we denote by P0: v1; a1; : : : ; a2k+1; v2 the chordless path (not containing t) which
joins v1, v2 along C, then P and P0 may have common interior vertices. If this is the
case, then we build the graph G0=(V 0; E0) obtained from G by splitting every common
vertex of P and P0 into two non-adjacent vertices (called twin semi-vertices) joined
to the entire neighbourhood of the initial vertex. One of these semi-vertices will be
assigned to the path P, the other one to the path P0 (the notation introduced before is
preserved). The following lemma shows that this transformation on the graph will not
change its main properties:
Claim 1. The graph G0 contains no odd hole. Moreover; statement 1 (respectively
statements 20; 30) is true in G if and only if statement 1 (respectively statements
20; 30) is true in G0.
Proof. If G0 had an odd hole H , then H should contain two twin semi-vertices (oth-
erwise, G would have an odd hole); but this is impossible, since no two vertices in H
have exactly the same neighbours.
The same reasoning works for the second part of the claim: paths, stretchers and
expanded cycles cannot be created by splitting a vertex into two twin semi-vertices,
since none of these structures contains two non-adjacent vertices with exactly the same
neighbours.
Remark 2. Note that, compared to G, G0 may have more chordless cycles of length
four, none of which contains t.
From now on, we will work with G0 = (V 0; E0) (identical to G if P; P0 have no
common interior vertex in G).
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If wi; wj are two vertices on the path P, then the subpath of P whose extremities
are wi and wj will be denoted Pwiwj (and similarly for P
0).
Claim 2. We can assume that no pair of vertices t and ai have a common neighbour
on Pw1w2p .
Proof. If no such pair (t; ai) exists, then we are done. Otherwise, we rstly show that
C necessarily has four vertices.
Let s be the smallest index such that t and as have a common neighbour w on Pw1w2p .
Then tv1P0a1aswt is a chordless cycle smaller than C (a contradiction), except if w=w1 or
s=2k+1. In the former case, either the cycle twP0asv2 contains a chordless cycle smaller
than C (a contradiction), or C is expansive with pivot v1 (another contradiction). In the
latter case, we cannot have w = w2p (the cycle C would be expansive with pivot v2),
so tv2a2k+1w is a chordless cycle on four vertices (denoted C4). As C was a minimum
cycle containing t, we deduce that C is also a C4, so a2k+1 = a1.
Now, consider all the chordless cycles on four vertices of the form v01a1v
0
2t such that
v01; v
0
2 are vertices of P (assume v
0
1 is placed between v1 and v
0
2 on P). Since P is odd,
there exists among these C4’s, a C4 such that Pv01v02 is odd and of minimum length.
Call it C0. Let us show that for C0 (and Pv01v02 ) we have the same properties as for C
(and P).
 Indeed, statement 1 does not hold, since the chordless path Pv01 ;v02 is odd.
 To prove that statement 20 (with Pv01v02 instead of P) does not hold, let us suppose
that v01 =wj; v
0
2 =wj+2l+1 (l>1). By contradiction, since 2
0 holds and C0 is a C4,
C0 extends to one of the two stretchers obtained by joining t to wj+1 and a1 to
wj+2l, or conversely. In both cases, the vertices t; v1; a1 and the path Pw1wj+2l form
an odd chordless cycle, a contradiction.
 Concerning statement 30, it is easy to see that if C0 is expansive involving v01
(respectively v02) and two adjacent vertices on Pv01v02 then C is expansive involving
v1 (respectively v2) and the same vertices. Since statement 30 is assumed false
for C and P, then statement 30 is false for C0 and Pv01v02 .
It remains to show that C0 is suitable, that is, t and a1 have no common neighbour
on Pv01v02 . If this is not the case, take a common neighbour q (which can be assumed
non-adjacent to v01 and v
0
2, otherwise statement 3
0 would be true for C0 and Pv01v02 ). At
least one of the paths Pv01q and Pv02q is odd, so we can consider the new cycle v
0
1a1qt
(in the case Pv01q is odd) or the new cycle qa1v
0
2t (in the other case). In both cases,
we have a C4 which should have been chosen instead of C0, a contradiction.
Part 2
If the vertices ai; t have, respectively, the neighbours ws; wr on P, then we dene
the v1-cycle of ai; ws; t; wr as the cycle wsP0aiv1 tPwrws . A similar denition may be given
for the v2-cycle of the indicated vertices, by considering the cycle wsP0aiv2 tPwrws . The
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v1-cycle of ai; ws is the cycle given by wsP0aiv1Pv1ws ; the v1-cycle of t; wr is the cycle
wrtPv1wr . Similar denitions may be given for the v2-cycles.
A neighbour wr on P of a vertex ai (respectively of t) is called v1-even with respect
to ai (respectively to t) if the v1-cycle of ai; wr (respectively of t; wr) is even; otherwise
wr will be called v1-odd with respect to ai (respectively to t). Similar denitions
are valid for v2. Since P is odd and P0 is even, it follows that wr is a v1-even neighbour
of ai (respectively of t) if and only if it is a v2-odd neighbour of ai (respectively
of t).
Claim 3. Let ai be a vertex of P0 with a neighbour ws on P and let t have a neighbour
wr on P. The v1-cycle of ai; ws; t; wr is odd if and only if the v1-parity of ws with
respect to ai is dierent from the v1-parity of wr with respect to t.
Proof. It is sucient to consider the two cases where i is even or odd, and to calculate
the parities of the indicated cycles.
Obviously, the similar result holds for the v2-cycle of ai; ws; t; wr .
It is easy to note that both the cycles induced by ftg [ P, respectively, by P0 [ P
are odd so each must have at least one chord. The following result allows us to study
the distribution of chords in these cycles.
Given an arbitrary odd chordless path P = [u0; u1; : : : ; u2h+1], an essential section
of P is a subpath of odd length starting with a vertex u2l (and thus nishing with a
vertex u2s+1; s>l). A vertex z outside P is said to attach an essential section Pu2lu2s+1
of P if it is adjacent to every vertex in this section, but is not adjacent to u2l−1; u2s+2
(whenever these vertices exist).
Claim 4. Let z be a vertex adjacent to both extremities of an odd chordless path P
in a graph with no odd hole. Then z attaches an essential section of P.
Proof. We denote, as before, P = [u0; u1; : : : ; u2h+1], and we proceed by induction on
h. If h = 0, then we are done. Assume the claim is true for paths of length 2h0 + 1,
with h06h− 1, and let us prove it for P.
If z is adjacent to every vertex on P, then the proof is nished: the entire path
P is an essential section attached by z. Otherwise, let un be the non-neighbour of z
with largest index. If n is odd, then Pun+1u2h+1 is an essential section attached by z.
Otherwise, n is even and two cases can occur:
 if n 6= 2h, then the inductive hypothesis for z and Pu0un+1 proves the claim;
 if n=2h, then we take the neighbour ud of z on P closest to u2h+1. If d is even,
then zPudu2h+1 is an odd chordless cycle (a contradiction), otherwise we apply the
inductive hypothesis for Pu0ud .
Unless otherwise specied, the essential sections we refer to will be considered as
close as possible to the rstly indicated extremity of P (here, u0). Also, any time an
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essential section of the path Pw0w2p+1 is denoted Pxiyi , we assume that xi; yi appear in
this order on P (i.e. xi is situated between v1 and yi).
Now, since t; P (respectively P; P0) form an odd cycle, some chords must exist
joining t (respectively, an interior vertex of P0) to a vertex of P. We have the following:
Claim 5. Let g be a smallest index such that wg has some neighbour on P0a1a2k+1 . If
tw1 2E0; then t is adjacent to some interior vertex of Pw1wg .
Proof. By contradiction, assume that t is not adjacent to any such a vertex, and take
the smallest index s such that aswg 2E0. Then wg 6= w1 (by Claim 2) and wg is a
v1-even neighbour of as (otherwise the v1-cycle of as; wg is odd and has no chords).
Now, if wg =w2p then we must have s=2k +1 (otherwise the v2-cycle of as; wg is
odd and so is the cycle wgv2tP0v1as ; but it has no chord), therefore the triangles tv1w1,
v2a2k+1w2p and the paths tv2; P0v1a2k+1 ; Pw1w2p give a stretcher which contains C. This is
a contradiction to the assumption that statement 20 is not true.
If wg 6= w2p, since wg is a v1-even neighbour of as, the v2-cycle of as; wg; t; w1 is
odd, and the only possible chords of this cycle have extremity wg. Thus wg must attach
at least one essential section of the corresponding odd path, and this section will be
situated on P0asv2 . Moreover, this section must be P
0
asas+1 (otherwise by considering as
and the second extremity of the essential section we nd a chordless cycle containing
t, which is smaller than C). But then the triangles tv1w1, as+1aswg and the paths
tP0v2as+1 ; P
0
v1as ; Pw1wg form a stretcher which contains C, another contradiction.
Part 3
Denote by Px1y1 the essential section of P attached by t which is closest to v2. Then:
Claim 6. Px1y1 is not identical to Pv1w1 .
Proof. Assume the contrary holds. With the same notation for g and as as in Claim 5,
we deduce by Claim 2 that g 6= w1 (so g is a v1-even neighbour of as). Moreover, t
can have no neighbour on Pw1g. To prove it, assume this is not the case and take the
neighbour q of t closest to g.
If q is a v1-even neighbour of t, the cycle tPw1q is odd, which implies that t attaches
an essential section Px2y2 of Pw1q (take the essential section closest to w1); therefore
y2 is a v1-even neighbour of t (thus a v2-odd neighbour of t), so t must also attach
an essential section of P situated between y2 and v2, a contradiction to the choice
of Px1y1 .
If q is a v1-odd neighbour of t, then the v1-cycle of as; g; t; q is odd and all the
chords have an extremity t. As before, t must attach another essential section of P, a
contradiction.
So we have that tw1 2E0 and t has no neighbour on Pw1g. This is a contradiction to
Claim 5.
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Now, let j be the smallest index such that aj is adjacent to at least one interior
vertex of P.
Claim 7. x1 6= v1; and aj has at least one neighbour on Pw1x1 .
Proof. We rstly prove that aj must have some neighbour on Pw1x1 . Assume the con-
trary and let z be the neighbour of aj on Py1v2 which is closest to y1. Then z must be
a v1-even neighbour of aj (otherwise the v1-cycle of aj; z would be odd). Moreover,
y1 is a v1-odd neighbour of t (since Px1y1 is an essential section of P, by the denition
of an essential section we have that Pv1x1 is even and Pv1y1 is odd); so the v1-cycle
of aj; z; t; y1 is odd (see Claim 3) and any of its chords must contain t. So t must
attach an essential section of the corresponding odd path, whose extremity r closest to
z will be a v1-even neighbour of t. But then the v2-cycle of t; r is odd, so t must also
attach an essential section of Prv2 , that is an essential section of P. But Px1y1 was the
essential section of P attached by t situated closest to v2, a contradiction.
So aj must have at least one neighbour on Pw1x1 . By Claim 2, this neighbour cannot
be adjacent to t. We deduce that x1 6= v1.
Let u be the neighbour of aj on Pw1x1 closest to x1. We have two possibilities:
Case A: u is a v1-odd neighbour of aj.
Then exactly one of the following situations can occur:
(i) aj=a1, a1w1 2E0, and a1 has no other neighbour on Pw1x, where x is the neighbour
of t on Pw1w2p closest to v1;
(ii) tw1 2E0 and t has no other neighbour on Pw1x, where x is the neighbour of aj
closest to v1.
To see this, consider the pair of vertices (u; x1) and note that it satises the following
three properties:
 u is a v1-odd neighbour of aj, x1 is a v1-even neighbour of t (by the denition of
an essential section);
 no other chord but aju exists between P0v1aj and Pux1 (by the choice of aj; u);
 u is situated between v1 and x1.
Then consider an order ‘<’ on the vertices of P, given by wi <wj i i< j; and take
the smallest, in lexicographical order (this is the dictionnary order), pair of vertices
(u0; x01) with the three properties above.
If u0=w1, then we necessarily have aj = a1 (otherwise the v1-cycle of aj; w1 has no
chords) and (i) holds.
If u0 6= w1 (i.e. v1u0 6 2E0), then the v1-cycle of aj; u0; t; x01 is odd, so t must attach
an essential section Px2y2 (that we take closest to u
0) of the corresponding odd path
P0v1ajPu0x01 . Then x2 is a v1-odd neighbour of t, so t must also attach an essential section
Px3y3 of Pv1x2 (take it closest to x2), situated between v1 and u
0 (otherwise, if x3 is
situated between u0 and x2, the pair (u0; x3) contradicts the choice of (u0; x01)).
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Now, u0 is a v1-odd neighbour of aj, so aj must attach an essential section Px4y4
(that we take closest to u0) of the corresponding odd path on the v1-cycle of aj; u0.
 If this section is situated on Pv1x3 , then take the neighbour u00 of aj closest to x3.
Then u00 is, like u0, a v1-odd neighbour of aj (otherwise x4; y4 are not on Pv1x3 ),
so (u00; x3) has the three indicated properties and contradicts the choice of (u0; x01).
 If the indicated section is situated on Py3u0 , then denote by y03 the neighbour of t
closest to x4 on Py3x4 . Then y
0
3 is, like y3 and x2, a v1-odd neighbour of t. Now,
in the case y03 = w1 (i.e. Px3y3 = Pv1w1 and y
0
3 = y3), we are in situation (ii) (by
denition, y03 is closest to x4). In the case y
0
3 6= w1, the v1-cycle of aj; x4; t; y03 is
odd and t cannot attach an essential section of the corresponding path (otherwise a
new odd cycle would imply the existence of another essential section of P, situated
closer to u0 than Px3y3 ). Then aj must attach an essential section Px5y5 (closest to
y03) of the corresponding odd path. Then the v1-cycle of aj; x5 is odd, so aj must
attach an essential section Px6y6 (closest to x5) of the corresponding odd path. The
only possibility is that y6 is situated between v1 and x3 (otherwise, a new odd
cycle implies that Px5y5 was not the essential section attached by aj, closest to y
0
3).
By taking the neighbour u00 of aj which is closest to x3 on Pv1x3 , u
00 will be, as
x5, a v1-odd neighbour of aj. Now, (u00; x3) contradicts the choice of (u0; x01).
Case (ii) is easy to conclude. As before, take among all the neighbours on P of
the vertices fah; h= 1; : : : ; 2k + 1g the vertex wg closest to w1. And then consider the
smallest index s such that aswg 2E0. Now, by Claim 5 we have a contradiction.
So we only have to discuss situation (i). If x=w2p and no other edges exist between
P and P0, then we have an odd stretcher (a contradiction). In all the other cases, there
must exist at least one vertex as (s> 1) on P0 having neighbours on Pw1x (if x 6= w2p,
then the v2-cycle of a1; w1; t; x is odd and we have indeed the indicated property). We
choose the minimum index s such that its neighbour q is as close as possible to w1.
If q is equal to w1, we obtain either the existence of a chordless cycle smaller than
C (a contradiction), or the expansion of C (another contradiction).
Then q is an interior vertex of the path Pw1x. As the cycle Pw1qP
0
asa1 must be even
(recall that in case (i), a1 has no neighbour on Pw2x), q is a v1-odd neighbour of as.
Therefore, the cycle P0asv2 tPv1q (obtained from the v1-cycle of as; q by replacing P
0
v1as
with the other path joining v1 and as along C) is odd and must have chords. By
the choice of q, all the chords have an extremity q, so q must attach the essential
section P0asas+1 and no other vertex on P
0 (otherwise we have a smaller cycle). But
then v1a1w1; as+1asq and the paths v1tP0v2as+1 ; P
0
a1as ; Pw1q form a stretcher extending C.
The analysis of case A is now nished.
Case B: u is a v1-even neighbour of aj. Let Px01y01 be the essential section of P
attached by t which is closest to u, and such that u is situated on Pv1x01 . Then, for
u; aj; x01; y
0
1 we have the following properties:
 u is a v1-even neighbour of aj and x01 is a v1-even neighbour of t (by the denition
of an essential section);
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 no other chord but aju exists between P0v1aj and Pux01 (by the choice of aj; u);
 Px01y01 is the essential section of P attached by t which is closest to u and such that
u is situated on Pv1x01 .
Then we consider the quadruple (w; as; x001 ; y
00
1 ) with the same properties and such
that w is as close as possible to v2.
We can prove that no vertex on P0 has a neighbour among the interior vertices of
Pwx001 . Assume this is not the case and let q be the neighbour closest to x
00
1 . There
exists the smallest index r such that arq2E0. The quadruple (q; ar; x001 ; y001 ) cannot
satisfy the three indicated properties (since q is closer to v2 than w). The only property
which may be violated is the rst one, so q must be a v1-odd neighbour of ar . The
v1-cycle of ar; q; t; x001 is then odd, so t must attach an essential section Px2y2 of the
corresponding odd path, situated on Pqx001 (then x2 is a v1-odd neighbour of t, while y2
is a v1-even neighbour of t). But then the v1-cycle of as; w; t; x2 is odd, so t must attach
an essential section which will contradict the choice of (w; as; x001 ; y
00
1 ) (notice that the
hypothesis on the quadruple (w; as; x001 ; y
00
1 ) guarantees that no chord exist between P
0
v1as
and Pwx2 ).
Then, consider the largest index an such that wan 2E0. We must have n= s or s+2.
Indeed, if n was larger than s+2, C would not be a smallest chordless cycle. If we had
n= s+1, then as+1 would be a v1-odd neighbour of w1, so the v2-cycle of as+1; w; t; x001
would be odd, so t should attach an essential section Px3y3 of the corresponding odd
path; once again, in the v1-cycle of as; w; t; x3 (which is odd) t must attach an essential
section which contradicts the choice of (w; asx001 ; y
00
1 ).
Since the v2-cycle of an; w is odd, it must contain some chords, whose extremities
on P will be situated between y001 and v2. Let z be the extremity of such an edge which
is as close as possible to y001 , and ar its neighbour on P
0
anx2 with smallest index r, r>n.
The cycle P0anarPzw has to be even, therefore z is a v1-even neighbour of ar . Let
Px4y4 be the essential section of P attached by t (closest to z) such that y4 is on Px001 z.
Claim 8. The vertex t cannot attach an essential section of Py4z.
Proof. Assume the contrary and let Px5y5 be the essential section of Py4z closest to z.
Then x5 is a v1-odd (and v2-even) neighbour of t, while y5 is a v1-even (and v2-odd)
neighbour of t. In the v2-cycle of t; y5, the vertex t must attach an essential section
Px6y6 of P, necessarily situated on Pzv2 (by the choice of Px4y4 ), that we take closest
to z. Consider the vertex u00 of Pzx6 which is closest to x6 with the property that it
has at least one neighbour on P0a1a2k+1 (u
00 = z is allowed). Let am be its neighbour
with the smallest index. Then u00 is a v1-even neighbour of am (otherwise the v1-cycle
of am; u00; t; x6 is odd and t attaches no essential section of the corresponding path,
otherwise another essential section of P should exist on Py5x6 , a contradiction). The
quadruple (u00; am; x6; y6) contradicts the choice of (w; as; x001 ; y
00
1 ).
Consider now the v2-cycle of t; y4; ar ; z, which is odd. Any chord of this cycle has
an extremity t or z. As t attaches no essential section of the corresponding path (by
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Claim 8), the neighbour wi of t closest to z (and situated on Py4z) is a v1-odd neighbour
of t (like y4), so the v2-cycle of t; wi; ar; z is odd and any chord must contain z.
We deduce that z attaches an essential section of the corresponding path, and this
section must be P0arar+1 (otherwise we have a cycle smaller than C which contains t).
Take now the v1-cycle of t; wi; ar; z which is odd, so there must exist some chords
joining vertices of Pwiz to vertices of P
0
v1an−1 (by the choice of z, no chord with an
extremity on Pwiz will have the other extremity on P
0
anv2 ). Let q be the extremity of
such a chord closest to z on Pwiz. And let ad (d6n− 1) be its neighbour on P0 with
smallest index. Two situations can occur:
 If q is a v1-even neighbour of ad, the cycle P0adarPzq is even (q; z are both v1-even
neighbours of ad, respectively of ar), so the cycle P0adar+1Pzq is odd. Therefore the
cycle P0adv1 tP
0
v2ar+1Pzq is odd too, since it is obtained from the preceding one by
replacing P0adar+1 with the other path joining ad; ar+1 along the even cycle C. But
this new cycle has no chord (by the choice of z and q), a contradiction.
 If q is a v1-odd neighbour of ad, the cycle P0adarPzq is odd, of length three or more.
The length is three in the only case where r = n = d + 1 and z = q; the cycle is
then expansive with pivot an, a contradiction. If the length is at least ve, q must
attach an essential section of the corresponding path; this section must be P0adad+1 ,
otherwise a chordless cycle smaller than C which contains t can be found. Note
that d + 1 6= r, otherwise q should have been chosen instead of z since it has a
neighbour on P0anv2 and it is closer to y
00
1 .
The triangles qadad+1, zarar+1 and the paths P0ad+1ar , Pqz, P
0
adv1 tP
0
v2ar+1 give a stretcher
extending C, and we have a contradiction.
So, the initial assumption that none of statements 1, 20; 30 is true always yields a
contradiction. The proof of Theorem 1 is now nished.
3. Corollaries
In [7], Meyniel proved that no minimal imperfect graph contains an even pair, and
dened a strict quasi-parity graph to be a graph for which any non-complete induced
subgraph has at least one even pair.
Theorem 1 allows us to prove that:
Corollary 1. In a minimal imperfect graph which is not an odd hole; every vertex is
contained in a stretcher or in an expanded cycle.
Proof. In [5], Hayward shows that in a minimal imperfect graph every vertex is con-
tained in a hole or in an antihole (recall that, by denition, holes and antiholes have
at least ve vertices). Since every vertex of an antihole is on a C4, we deduce that
every vertex of a minimal imperfect graph is on a chordless cycle of length at least
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four. Therefore, we can apply Theorem 1 for every vertex: statement 1 cannot hold,
by Meyniel’s result; statements 2 and 3 imply the conclusion of the corollary.
Remark 3. Theorem 1 does not allow us to generalize Hayward’s result to the state-
ment that in a minimal imperfect graph every vertex is contained in an odd hole,
an antihole or an even hole extended to a stretcher or expanded cycle. Indeed, by
Hayward’s result, every vertex t which is not on an odd hole or on an antihole must
be on an even hole, that we can take as small as possible. But this hole is not neces-
sarily the minimum cycle containing t: some C4 can contain t too.
Given an arbitrary graph G, let the cycle-graph H (G) of G be the graph whose
vertices are the chordless cycles (of length at least four) of G, while the edges join
cycles which share in G at least one edge.
Corollary 2. Let G be a graph with no odd hole. If the cycle-graph of G is triangle-
free; then G is a strict quasi-parity graph.
Proof. If G is a clique, we have nothing to prove. If it is not a clique, by induction on
the number of vertices, we can assume that all proper induced subgraphs of G which
are not cliques have an even pair (obviously, if G has just two vertices the corollary
is true). It is sucient to prove that G has an even pair.
Note rstly that G contains no stretcher: the three chordless cycles of length at least
four in a stretcher would induce a triangle in H (G).
Secondly, let us show that for any chordless cycle C: c1c2 : : : c2p (p> 2) of G there
exists at most one index i such that C is expansive with pivot ci. If this is not the
case, let j; k (j 6= k) be two such indices, and let xj; yj, respectively, xk ; yk the pairs
of adjacent vertices which form expanded cycles with C− cj, respectively, C− ck (we
can have xj = cj or xk = ck). Since p> 2, there exists at least one vertex cs on C
such that fcs; cs+1g \ fcj; ckg = ; (if s = 2p, we dene as+1 = a1). Then the cycles
C; C − cj +yj; C − ck +yk have the edge cscs+1 in common, so they give a triangle of
H (G), a contradiction.
Moreover, no chordless cycle on four vertices C: c1c2c3c4 contains two adjacent
vertices which may be chosen as pivots to expand C. If this is the case, we assume
without loss of generality that the two vertices are c1 and c2. Then we can nd the
edge c3c4 which is contained in three chordless cycles, so H (G) contains a triangle.
Now, if G contains no chordless cycle (of length at least four), then it does contain
an even pair (see, for instance, [6]). If it contains at least one chordless cycle, consider
a minimum one (still denoted C). In the case C is expansive, then consider a pivot
t of C; otherwise consider an arbitrary vertex t. Now, apply Theorem 1 for t and C:
statements 2 and 3 cannot hold, thus statement 1 must be true.
Remark 4. Recognizing the class of graphs dened in the preceeding corollary could
be another dicult problem to add to the list of unsolved problems presented in the
introduction.
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We nish this section with a result on graphs containing no diamond, i.e. no graph
with four vertices and ve edges:
Corollary 3. Let G be a diamond-free graph containing no stretcher. Then G is a
strict quasi-parity graph.
Proof. If G contains at least one chordless cycle with four vertices or more, then
Theorem 1 implies that any two vertices at distance two on a smallest such cycle
form an even pair. If G has no such cycle, then the graph is weakly triangulated and
therefore it is strict quasi-parity too (see [6]).
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